Abstract. Infinite planar Eulerian graphs are used to show that for v > 0 the covering number of the infinite simple group H" = S/S" is two.
1. Introduction. The covering number of a group G is defined as the smallest positive integer n such that C" = G holds for every nonunit conjugacy class C in G. We write cn(G) = u> when no such positive integer exists. See [AHSt, ACM] for further discussion and references Obviously, if cn(G) < w then G is simple and nonabelian. If G is a finite nonabelian simple group, then cn(G) < u> (see e.g. [AHSt] ), but cn (G) rarely takes on the smallest conceivable value, namely two [ACM] . On the other hand, the alternating group A over any infinite set B is an infinite (nonabelian) simple group satisfying cn(A) = <o. A is also the first factor in the unique composition chain of the symmetric group S = SB, consisting of all permutations of the set B. When \B\ = N", this chain is 1<4<5°<5'1<1 • • • <5"<5"+1 = S, where 5T denotes the group of all permutations of B moving less than KT elements. Thus the composition factors are A, Z2, 770,...,77", where Z2 = (0,1} is the two-element group, and 77T = ST+1/ST. Rather surprisingly we have [ACM, Theorem 3 .1]. Theorem 1. Let 0 < v. Then cn(77T) = 2 for t = 0,... ,v.
A proof of this theorem for 0 < t < v is presented in [ACM] . In this paper we shall establish it for the extreme cases, r = 0 and t = v. The argument provided in [ACM] for the case 0 < t < v combines Cayley's Representation Theorem with a theorem of G. A. Miller [Mi] (see §3). The proof we present here for the cases t = 0, t = v involves a direct combinatorial argument, where the construction of suitable infinite planar Eulerian graphs serves to establish the necessary inclusion relations (1) C1cC2C3,
where Cx, C2, C3 are conjugacy classes of the symmetric group over a countably infinite set. Relations of the form (1) form the core of any argument for Theorem 1.
The use of planar Eulerian graphs to establish such relations is both simple and extensive. In particular, it may replace the use of Miller's Theorem and Cayley's Representation Theorem, by providing a simple and purely elementary combinatorial argument for Theorem 1. The method is developed in §4, where the central connection between planar Eulerian graphs and relations (1) is stated as Theorem 3. Most of the paper is devoted to a detailed and largely self-contained argument for Theorem 1 with t = v, namely Theorem V. Let v > 0. Then cn(77") = 2.
In §2 an outline of the argument is given. §3 reduces the argument to the proof of two propositions, 3.8 and 3.9, which led us to the discovery of the method of planar Eulerian graphs treated in §4. In §5 this method is used to derive Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 from Proposition 5.1, which is established by making use of the existence of suitable planar Eulerian graphs.
§6 includes a proof of Theorem 1 for t = 0. In fact, we show there that the extended covering number of 770 is 3 if v > 0 and 4 if v = 0. This number is the smallest integer k such that any product of k nonunit classes in 770 equals 770. These results rely on a recent paper of Droste [D] , as well as on §5. Roughly speaking, Droste's work is useful whenever at least two of the classes in (1) have at least one infinite orbit, while Proposition 5.1 is used in the other case. Theorem 1 for t = 0 follows.
2. Outline of the argument. In this section we show how Theorem 1' follows from a list of identities (1), where Cls C2, C3 are conjugacy classes in S0, the symmetric group over a countably infinite set.
We first develop some notation. N = {1,2,...} denotes the set of positive integers and N+= N U {N0}. A type is any cardinal-valued function t defined on N+. n* denotes the type defined by n*(n) = 1, n*(m) = 0 for m # n. For a type t and a cardinal number k a type k ■ t is defined by (k • t)(n) = k ■ (t(n)), n e N+. If {/,: i e 7} is an indexed family of types, then the sum t = £,e/i, is defined by the condition t(n) = £/e/r,(n), n e N+. Thus, for every type / we have t = E"eA,+/(n) ■ ri*. The class T of all types forms a commutative semimodule over the class-semiring of cardinal numbers2 with the semigroup operation tx + t2 = E,e«2)i;.
For any t e T, let |/| denote the cardinal number defined by |í|= £ n-t(n).
For any ordinal t, let TT denote the set of all types Twith |i| < KT. Then TT forms a subsemigroup of T. We let =T denote the congruence relation in T modulo TT, that is, / =Ts iff t = t0 -Y r,s = s0 -Y r for some r e T, t0, s0 e TT.
Let B be any set. Thus |7?| denotes its cardinality, SB denotes the group of all permutations of B, and Sg its subgroup consisting of all permutations moving less than X T elements. The subscript B is omitted whenever the context allows. Permutations act on symbols from the left, and so rjf means "first f, then tj".
For b e B, £ g Sb, let (¿>){ = {£"'(b): m = 0, +1, ±2,...} denote the |-orbit containing 6. Thus |(£)fl G N + f°r every b g 5, £ g SB. With every JeX, associate a type f G r by letting |(n) be the cardinality of the set of ¿-orbits of cardinality n, that is, ï(n) = \{(b)t:b^B,\(b)z\ = n}\.
Notice that |f | = \B\ holds for every £ g Sb. Conversely, whenever t g T and a set B satisfies |5| = |/|, there is a t-permutation £ in SB, i.e., a £ g SB satisfying £ = /.
Let {7?;: /' e 7} be a partition of B, and let <p, g 5b for i g 7. Then 9 = E/e/<p¿ denotes the permutation of 7? satisfying <p| 7?, = <p, for all i (where <p| B¡ denotes the restriction of <p to the set B¡). Obviously, cp = E/e/<p,. If, in addition, ip¡ g Sb for all i g 7 and </> = E,e/^,, then <p^ = E,ei<p,i/',. If 7 = {1,...,«}, then we write <j>, + ••• + <p"forE,e/<p,, Let ~c denote the conjugacy relation in the group G, and let [g]c denote the conjugacy class of g g G in G; again, the subscript G is omitted whenever the context allows.
The following propositions are well known.
Proposition 2.0 [S, 1.3.11]. Let B be any set, £, rj g Sb. Then £ ~ tj iff I = tj.
Proposition 2.1 [M, Theorem 4] . Let \B\ = N,,, 0 < t < v, £, tj g sb. T/jcti £St~tjSt///£=ttj. Let / be a type, |i| = K", and let 0 < t < p. We say that t is r-proper iff:
(2)t(n) = 0 or t(n)^ «T,n > 1. Let |7?| = K", £ g Sg. We say that £ is r-proper iff £ is T-proper. Notice that T-properness implies r'-properness for t' < t. Before presenting an argument for Theorem 2, it will be convenient to develop our notation, so that the relation (1) is modelled also in the realm of types.
If C,, C2, C3 are conjugacy classes of a group G, let us write P(CX, C2, C3) if C1QC2-C3. Since C2-C3 = C3-C2, we have P(Clt C2, C3) iff P(CV C3, C2). Since Q ç C2 • C3 iff C2QC1-C{\ we have 7>(C1, C2, C3) iff P(C2, Cx, Q"1). It follows that if C = C'1 holds for every class in G then P is a symmetric three-place relation on the set of G-classes. Since C = C'x holds for every class of S (see Proposition 2.0), C = C1 holds also for any class in any homomorphic image of S, and so P is a symmetric relation on the classes of 5 as well as on the classes of 77" (and in fact, on those of 77T, 0 < t < v).
We now extend P to denote a three-place relation on any group G, setting P(gv g2, g3) iff P([gi], [g2], [gi] )', and we extend P to denote a symmetric relation on types in the natural way; namely, P(r, s, t) holds for r,s,t g T iff 7>(£, tj, f ) holds for some permutations £, tj, f with £ = r, tj = j and I = t. Thus P(r, s, t) holds iff £ = Tjf holds for some /--permutation £, ¿-permutation tj and ¿-permutation Theorem 2' is a consequence of the following lemmas, the first of which summarizes the most useful properties of P as a three-place relation on types.
Lemma 1 (Symmetry, homogeneity and superadditivity of T^). 1. P(tY, t2, t3) iff P (hay ha)' teo))for any permutation 6 of {1,2,3}.
2. P(r, s, t) impliesp(k ■ r, k ■ s, k ■ t) for any cardinal k.
3. P(r¡, s¡, t¡) for all i G 7 implies P(r, s, t), where r = T,íeIr¡, s = E,e/í,, t = LíeIt¡.
Proof. 1 was discussed above, and 2 follows from 3. To prove 3, let B be any set of cardinality |r| = T,neN+n ■ r(n), and let £ g Sb satisfy £ = r. By r = Eie//",, there is a partition (7?,: ie/} of B into ¿-invariant subsets such that £, = £|7?, g SBi satisfies £, = r¡ for each i g 7. By P(r¡, s¡, /,), \r¡\ = \s¡\ = |í,| = \B¡\ holds, and there are tj,., f, g Sb. with tj, = s¡, f, = i"_satisfying £, = Tj,f,-. Let tj = E,e/Tj" f = E,e/Í,. Then tj, f g SB, tj = Lislst -s, f = E,6/i, = i, and Tjf = E,e/Tj,i, = E,e/£, = £. Hence, P(r, s, t) holds. D Proof. This is a restatement of the fact that every permutation is conjugate to its inverse. D The following two lemmas form the core of the proof of Theorem 1. Their proofs are discussed in § §3 and 5. Lemma 3 appears also in [ACM] .
Lemma 3. P(KQ ■ n*, N0 ■ m*, N0 • /*) holds for all n,l,m g N+, 1 < n, I, m.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Lemma 4. P(«0 • n*,«0 • (1* + m*), K0 ■ (1* + m*)) holds whenever n, m g N+, m greater than 1.
Proof of Theorem 2'. Let r, s be types satisfying |r| = |í| = T.1<ns(n) = N,,, r(n) = 0 or r(n) infinite, s(n) = 0 or s(n) infinite for n g N+, and s(l) = 0 or j(l) = X" (these assumptions hold in Theorem 2'). Let 7 be a set of cardinality N". By our assumptions, we can define «,, m, for i G 7 so that «,. m, G N+, 1 < m,, and \{i: n¡ = n}\ = nr(n) = r(n), \{i: m¡ = m}\ = ms(m) = s(m) for«, m g N+, m > 1.
Define r(-, s¡ for ¡' e / by r, = X0 • «*, and i, = N0 • m* if s(l) = 0, s: = S0 • (1* + m*) if j(1) = N". Then we have r = E,e//;, ,s = E,e/í,. Also, by Lemmas 2-4 we have P(r¡, sf, st) for all i g 7. Hence, by Lemma 1, P(r, s, s). D 3. Some preliminary observations. In this section we reduce the proof of Lemma 4 to that of Propositions 3.8 and 3.9 which are proved in §5. The method of proof involves repeated use of the properties of P Usted in Lemma 1, in order to establish the T'-relations in Lemmas 2 and 3 from simpler ones. Lemma 3 is proved in [ACM] . For the convenience of the reader we sketch its proof below.
Proposition 3.1 (G. A. Miller, 1900 [Mi] ). Let n, m, I be positive integers greater than one. Then there exists a finite group G with elements gn, gm, g¡ in G of orders n,m,l, respectively, such that gn = gmg¡. Assume now that G mentioned in Proposition 3.1 satisfies |G| = k. Then k -n' • n = m' ■ m = T ■ l; n', T, m' g N. Let g°, g°m, g° be the permutations of G obtained from g", gm, g¡ in the proof of Cayley's Representation Theorem; that is, let g°(x) = gnx, x G G. Then obviously g° = n' ■ n*, and similarly f ° = m' • m*, g° = /'•/*. Also g° = gmg°-Thus we obtain from Proposition 3.1 Proposition 3.2. Let n, m, l g N, 1 < n, I, m. Then there are n', /', m'eJV such that P(n' ■ «*, m' ■ m*, I' ■ I*) holds.
It is not hard to extend Proposition 3.1 to the case where n, m, I are allowed to assume also the value X0 (see [ACM] ). It follows that Proposition 3.2 still holds if we substitute N+ for N. Now Lemma 3 follows, since P(ü0 ■ n*, S0 • m*,S0 • /*) for n, m, l g N+, 1 < n, I, m, follows from 3.2 by the homogeneity of 7*.
Let us turn now to Lemma 4. It will be convenient to introduce the abbreviation: Q(n, m) iff 7>(K0 • n*,W0 -(1* + m*), «0 -(1* + m*)).
Thus, Lemma 4 is restated as Lemma 4'. Q(n, m) holds whenever n,m g N+, m > 1.
We establish first several special cases. Proof. Assume first n < S0. Let Z= {0,1,-1,2,-2,...} denote the set of integers, and let B = Z X {0,1,...,« -1}. Let + denote addition modulo n on {0,1,...,«-1}. Proposition 3.9. Q(2, m), 3 < m < N0.
It follows from Propositions 3.3-3.9 that Q(n, m) holds for all 1 < n < K0 and 1 < m < X0. Thus Lemma 4' is proved, and the proof of Theorem Y is complete.
4. Planar Eulerian graphs and permutations. Recall that for types r, s, t, P(r, s, t) means that an /--permutation is a product of an i-permutation and a ¿-permutation (see §2 for definitions). In this section a method to establish P(r, s,t)hy constructing suitable planar Eulerian graphs is developed. Briefly, the method is this:
Any planar Eulerian graph G with a Black-White coloring of its plane regions defines three types bG, wG, dc by the edge length of boundaries of its black regions, of its white regions and the halves of its vertex degrees. We show that P(bG, dc, wG) holds. The details follow.
By aplanar graph G we shall mean, as usual, a pair G = (VG, EG) where V -VG is a set of points in the plane-the set of vertices-and E = EG is the set of edges. Each edge e is a subset of the plane satisfying e = /([0,1]), where / is a continuous mapping of the closed unit interval [0, 1] into the plane such that /|(0,1) is a homeomorphism. /(0), /(l) are called the endpoints of e. The endpoints of e g E must belong to F but need not be distinct (loops are allowed) and two distinct edges may have the same endpoints (multiplicity of edges (including loops) is allowed). Any edge meets Kby the set of its endpoints; and the intersection of two distinct edges is a set of vertices (so any two edges meet at most at common endpoints). In addition to those usual conditions, we require two conditions of local-finiteness.
(a) Every bounded set meets F in a finite set. (b) Every bounded set meets only finitely many edges. The degree d(v) of v g F is defined as the number of times v occurs as an endpoint to an edge (so a loop contributes 2 to this count). It follows from (b) that every vertex v has a finite degree.
We let G* = V U (U£ ) denote the set of points in V or points in one of the edges (so V ç G* and e ç G* for every e g E). We let G% denote the complement of G* in the plane. It follows from (a) and (b) that G% is an open set. We refer to its connected components as the regions of the graph G, or the G-regions.
By a planar Eulerian graph (PEG) we mean a planar graph G satisfying the following two extra conditions.
(c) G * is connected. [In other words, every region U of a PEG is a regular open set: U = int clU.] Let C be a set of edges of a planar graph G. Then we say that C is a circuit if C has an enumeration without repetition C= {e,: i g A), such that one of the following holds.
l.A = {0} and e0 is a loop. 2. Either (i) A = {0,...,n -1} for « > 1, or (ii) A = Z; and for each i g A, the set of endpoints of et is (e,_, n e,) U (e, n e,+1) (where e_, = e"_1( e" = e0 in case (i)).
For any subset U of the plane, let C(i/) denote the set of edges included in the closure of U. If G is an arbitrary plane graph and U is a G-region, then little can be said of C(U). If, however, G is assumed to be Eulerian, C(U) must be a circuit. Indeed, this is an immediate consequence of our definitions and Proposition 4.0. We state it as Proposition 4.1. Let G be a PEG, and let U be a G-region. Then C(U) is a circuit, and\Je&C(U)e is the boundary of U.
We let c(U) = |C(17)|. Thus, c(U) is the number of G-edges included in the closure of the G-region U(in short, touching U). Obviously, c(i7) g N+. Let G be a PEG. By a bicoloring of G or a B-W-coloring of G we mean a Black-White coloring of its regions; (that is, a mapping/of the set of G-regions into the set of two colors {B = Black, W = White}) so that every edge e lies between a black region and a white region. Obviously, the existence of a bicoloring of G implies (d). We leave to the reader the easy proof of 
A bicolored planar Eulerian graph (BPEG) is a triple G = (V, E, f) where/is a bicoloring of the PEG (V, E).
With a BPEG G we associate three types bG,dG, wG defined as follows:°c (n) = \{U'-^is a black G-region and c(U) = n}\, dG(m) = \{v: i;isa G-vertex and d(v) = 2m}\, wg(1) = \{U: Í/is a white G-region ande (7/) = /}|.
The following theorem provides the connection between PEGs and the present context.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3. Let G be a BPEG. Then P(bG, dG, wG).
The following illustrated examples deomonstrate a few applications of Theorem 3. Example 1. The bicolored planar Eulerian graphs listed in Figure 1 constitute, by Theorem 3, proofs of Propositions 3.5-3.7.
000© 0000 0000C* (al) (a2)
By (al), P(l* + m ■ 2*, 1* + m ■ 2*, (2m + 1)*) (m = 3). By (a2), P(m ■ 2*, 2 ■ 1* + (m -1) • 2*, (2m)*) (m = 4). By(a3),P(N0-2*,l* + N0-2*,K*0). Proposition 3.5 follows. Figure 1
Example 2. By Figure 2 , P(80 • 3*,1* + N0 • 3*,S0 ■ 3*) holds. Hence, by homogeneity, P(N0 • 3*, 80 • 1* + «0 • 3*, N0 • 3*) and, by additivity, P(«0 • 3*, «o ■ (1* + 3*), «o • (1* + 3*)); i.e., ß(3,3), holds a special case of Proposition 3.8.5 Proof of Theorem 3. Let G be a bicolored PEG. We shall derive from G a directed graph D whose edges are colored tj, f such that:
1. Every vertex v of D is the tail of just one Tj-edge and just one f-edge, and it is the head of just one Tj-edge and just one f-edge.
By 1, D defines two permutations tj and f of the set of its vertices. Let £ = rjf.
2. £ = bG, tj = dG, I = wG. Thus, the existence of D establishes P(bG, dG, wG). The digraph D derived by the proof of Theorem 3 from the BPEG G in Figure 2 is given in Figure 5 . The edges are so colored and oriented that an edge touching a region marked f(ij) is marked f(l) and the circuits bounding the marked regions are oriented clockwise.
Figure 5
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 5. The planar graphs establishing Theorem 1. In this section we use Theorem 3 to prove Propositions 3.8 and 3.9, thereby completing the proof of Theorem 1. These propositions follow by Lemma 1 from Proposition 5.0. 1. P(W0 • «*, 1* + N0 ■ m*,S0 • /*) holds for all n,m,le N, 2 < n, m, I.
2. P(«0-m*,K0-2*,l* + K0-/*) holds for all m, /g N, 3 < m, I.
We shall establish this proposition by showing that suitable bicolored planar Eulerian graphs (BPEGs) exist. At this point, the reader may wish to consult again Figures 2 and 3 , which establish assertions 1 and 2 with n = m = I = 3 and m = I = 4, respectively.
Our method of proof is also indicated by the above figures. We obtain the required BPEGs as an increasing union of finite bicolored disc-maps, taking care in transitions from one such map to the next that the new black regions, new degrees defined for internal vertices, and new white regions are as required by the triple of types bG, dc, wG in question. A somewhat more general proposition will be proved, namely, Proposition 5.1. Let (nj)i^N,(mj)j^N,(lk)k^N be sequences of integers satisfying at least one of the following two conditions. 1. mx = 1; 2 < «,, ntj, lk, i, j, k g n, 1 <j, 2. /, = 1; 3 < «,, lk, 1 < mj, i, j,keN,l < k.
Then there is a bicolored planar Eulerian graph G and enumerations (B¡)¡EN, (vj)jfEN> (^kik^N of the black G-regions, the set of G-vertices, and the white G-regions, respectively, so that c(Bi) = «,, d(Vj) = 2m -, c(Wk) = lk; i, j, k g N.
(Recall that c(Bt), d(Vj), c(Wk) are the number of edges of the circuit enclosing B¡, the degree of Vj and the number of the edges of the circuit enclosing Wk, respectively.)
The proof of Proposition 5.1 requires some more notation. For brevity, take the plane to be the set of complex numbers. For a positive integer «, let Cn = {z: |z| = n}, Dn = {z: |z| < «}. By an n-disc graph («-DG) we shall mean a triple G = (VG, EG, fG), satisfying the following conditions.
(A) (VG, EG) is a planar graph such that (A0) G* = VG U Ue<E£ce is connected;
(Al)C"çG,ç.7>"; (A2) for v g VG n C", d(v) < 4. (B) fG is a B-W coloring of the bounded G-regions; that is, every edge e g Eg not on C" touches a black and a white region.
Notice that by (a), (b) and (Al), VG and EG are finite, and <7c(í;) > 2 for v e VGC\Cn; and by (A0) and (B), dG(v) > 0 is even for every v g VG\Cn (such a vertex v will be called an inner vertex of G).
We say that the (« + 1)-DG G' = (V, E',f) extends the «-DG G -(V, E, f) if y = y n Dn, E = {e g E': e c Dn} and f'(U) = f(U) for every bounded G-region U.
Our proof of Proposition 5.1 consists in showing that a bicolored planar graph G with the required properties can be constructed as the union G = (J™=xGn, where for each «, G" = (Vn, £",/") is an n-DG and Gn+X extends G". /" will be specified by a pair of sequences (7?,), and (Wk)k enumerating the black and white G"-regions.
We shall refer to the assumption that the condition 1 (2) of Proposition 5.1 holds as "Case 1" ("Case 2"). Step 2. We specify a subset V of F+. Choose arbitrarily 2(mx -2) points in Cxn {z: Im(z)> 0}.
Step 3. We specify another subset E" of Ex. Let E" consist of all radial segments connecting 0 with vertices in V.
Step 4. We assign colors to the regions into which Dx was divided. Let Wl be the region bounded inside the loop e, let Bx be the other region in the lower half of Dx, and let W2,B2,..., Wm^x, Bm¡_x, Wmx be enumeration of the triangular regions into which the upper half of 7?, was divided in Step 3, in cyclical (say, positive) order.
Step 5. We specify another subset V" of Vf U V{ by choosing arbitrarily extra points on C, so as to satisfy the equalities C(WX) = lx,...,C(Wm¡) = lmi, C(BX) = nx,...,C(Bm _,) = nm _,. Let E'" be the set of arcs into which C, is divided by vertices chosen on C,.
Step 6. Let Vx = {-1,0,1} U V U V"; Ex = E' U E" U E"', and /, as determined in Step 4.
2. Induction step. Assume that «-DG G" = (Vn, En, /") is defined. Let Bx,.. .,Bp; vx,...,vq; Wx,...,Wr enumerate the black G"-regions, the inner G"-vertices and the white G"-regions. Let ux = vq+x,...,us = vq+s enumerate V" n Cn in positive cychc order, let [«,-, ui+x\ g En denote the arc on C" from u¡ to ui+1 (us+x = ux) and let Xi, G {B, W) be the color of the bounded G-region touching [«,., «i+1J. We now extend G" to G"+1 as follows.
Case 1.
Step 1. For ? = 1,... ,s let v, denote the intersection of the ray from 0 through u, by C"+1. Choose yf g Cn+X between y, and v,+1 (where ys+x = yx) (yf = yl+x is possible, if so required in Step 3). Let jp yf G F"+1. Let [ut, yt] , [u,, yf] belong to En+X (where [x, y] denotes the straight line segment from x toy).
Step 2 Step 3 Step 4. Let 4 < m', < 6 be the degree of u, in the graph drawn so far, t = l,...,s. Choose 2mq+l -m't points on the arc [.y,,.yf+J. These points are vertices in Vn+X Pi Cn+1. Every such point is then connected to ut by a straight line segment. All these segments belong to En+X. (This ensures d(Vj) = 2mj,j = q + 1,... ,q -Y s.) In this step the triangular regions with vertices u" yt, yf are subdivided into triangular regions with common vertex u, and the two other vertices on C"+1.
Step 5 Step 6. Add extra vertices in F"+1 n C"+1 as needed to ensure c(B¡) = «,, c(Wk) = lk for i = p' + l,...,p", k = r' + 1,...,/•". Let En+X contain all arcs determined on Cn+X by Vn+X n C"+1.
G"+x is now defined. Case 2. Here our induction hypothesis on«,,.,.,«s includes the extra assumption:
(*) if t * t' andd(uf) = d(ur) = 4, then|i -t'\ > 1.
Step 0. Declare the degrees of ux,...,us to be 2mq+x,.. .,2mq+s, respectively.
Proceed through Steps 1-6 of Case 1, modified as required by Step 0. In particular, in Step 1, no ,yp yf g Cn+1, are defined if mq+l = 2 and the degree of u, is 4. ((*) and «,, /, > 3 are used in Step 3. In Step 6, (*) is carried over to G"+1 by «" /, > 3.)
It is easily checked that the (n + 1)-DG G"+1 = (Vn+X, E"+v f"+1) so defined extends (G", /"), and that the union graph is as required by Proposition 5.1.
The proof of Theorem V is complete.
6. The covering number of 770. In this section we briefly indicate the proof that cn(770) = 2 if v > 0. In [ACM] an analogous but stronger result was obtained for 77T with 0 < t < v. For a group G let the extended covering number of G, ecn (G) , [AHS] denote the smallest integer k + 1 such that whenever Cx,...,Ck+x are nonunit classes of G, we have G =» €x-Ck+V It is not hard to show that k + 1 > ecn (G) iff, whenever Cx,..., Ck are nonunit classes of G, we have Cx ■ ■ ■ Q2G\1, where 1 denotes the unit-class. Thus, if k + 1 = ecn (G) and lcC* for every class C ¥= 1 then cn(G) < k.
In [ACM] it is actually shown that if v > 0, 0 < t < v, then ecn(77T) = 3 (whence cn(77T) = 2 follows). This result is true also when t = 0. We state it as Obviously, V ç U and every m g U is a sum of members of F. Moreover, if u £ V2, i.e., u is not N0 • 1* + m ■ N* for some 1 < m < X0, then u is a sum of countably many members of F. To establish Proposition 6.2 we shall need the following recent result of Droste.
Proposition
6.3 [D, Theorem A] . P(r,s,t) holds whenever \r\ = \s\ = |r| = En>1W(n) = K0 and/•(«"), s(K0) > 0.
Proposition 6.4. P (vx, v2, v3) holds for every vx, v2, v3 g F.
Proof. We leave it to the reader to fill in the details of the proofs of the following inclusions:
Vx x VXX Vxçz P (by Lemma 3), F, x Vx X V2 c P (modify proof of Propostion 3.7 (Figure 1 Proof of Proposition 6.2. Let /•,!,/€ U. We distinguish three cases.
Case 1. r,s,t € F2. Then we can put r = Ln<ENrn, s = LneNsn, t = E"e/Vr" with rn,sn,t"e V for all « g N. P(r,s, t) follows by Proposition 6.4 and Lemma 1. Case 2. r^ V2,s,t £ F2. Proof. ecn(770) > 4 since P(N0 • 2*, «0 • 2*,E"eA,«*) does «oí hold (see [ACM] ). ecn(770) < 4 follows from a recent result of M. Droste, [D, Corollary 4.10] Proof. Let C # 1 be a class in 770. Then by Proposition 6.0, C = £5°, where £ g 7/or else £(1) < N0 and E1<n«£(«) = K0. In the first case C2 ç C, as P(f, £, £) holds by Proposition 6.2. In the second case we distinguish two cases. The proof of Theorem 6 outlined in [ACM] reduces it to the following proposition, which is of independent interest. Proposition 6.6. Let £ be any permutation of a countable set moving infinitely many symbols. Then [£] c [£]2.
